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If you want to build better Java enterprise applications and work more efficiently, look no further. Inside, you will find an accessible guide to the nuances of Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) development. Learn how to:

	
    Use in-process or local storage to avoid the network

    
	
    Set lower isolation levels for better transactional throughput

    
	
    Use Web services for open integration

    
	
    Consider your lookup carefully

    
	
    Pre-generate content to minimize processing

    
	
    Utilize role-based authorization

    
	
    Be robust in the face of failure

    
	
    Employ independent JREs for side-by-side versioning

    


Ted Neward provides you with 75 easily digestible tips that will help you master J2EE development on a systemic and architectural level. His panoramic look at the good, the bad, and the ugly aspects of J2EE development will address your most pressing concerns. Learn how to design your enterprise systems so they adapt to future demands. Improve the efficiency of your code without compromising its correctness. Discover how to implement sophisticated functionality that is not directly supported by the language or platform. After reading   				Effective Enterprise Java  			, you will know how to design and implement better, more scalable enterprise-scope Java software systems.
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Mobile and Wireless Communications for IMT-Advanced and BeyondJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	This book was prompted by the desire to fill the gap between theoretical descriptions and a more

	pedagogical description of the main technological components of International Mobile Telecommunications

	Advanced (IMT-Advanced) such as Radio Resource Management (RRM), Carrier




	Aggregation (CA), improved MIMO support, and...
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Laser Capture Microdissection: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2004

	Expert laboratorians noted for their optimized methods describe in step-by-step detail how to successfully carry out tissue-based laser microdissection in their own laboratory using the different systems available and to apply a wide range of sophisticated molecular technologies to the microdissected tissue samples. Highlights include gene...
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Pilates and Conditioning for Athletes: An Integrated Approach to Performance and RecoveryPrentice Hall, 2018

	Gain the competitive edge with the innovative training methods in Pilates and Conditioning for Athletes. This science-based, multidimensional approach to athletic conditioning helps you build a strong and flexible foundation by infusing Pilates into training, resulting in complete training programs that tap into the seven pillars of...
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Resumes For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Write a winning resume and land that job interview!


	Is your job search stalling out after you submit a resume but before you're offered an interview? With a recession that has caused a 10% unemployment rate affecting 15.3 million Americans, having a winning resume is vital to securing an interview-and it demands a fresh look at...
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Advanced Therapy in Thoracic SurgeryDecker Publishing, 1998

	This work presents new, state-of-the-art techniques in thoracic surgery from the investigators who have developed them. Each of the 58 succinct chapters represents the personal treatment protocols of leading experts. The Advanced Therapy concept is famous for conveying therapeutic information in an efficient, rapid fashion.
...
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An Elementary Introduction to Mathematical FinanceCambridge University Press, 2011

	This textbook on the basics of option pricing is accessible to readers with limited mathematical training. It is for both professional traders and undergraduates studying the basics of finance. Assuming no prior knowledge of probability, Sheldon M. Ross offers clear, simple explanations of arbitrage, the Black-Scholes option pricing formula,...
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